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ABSTRACT
This study seeks to establish the connection *hetween 
two American poets, Anne Bradstreet and Emily Dickinson. 
Though critical material has suggested points of comparison 
between Bradstreet and Dickinson, an overview of this prob­
lem has not been collected. This study establishes that 
overview which suggests that biographically, culturally, 
and ooetically, these two women were much closer than their 
two hundred year separation implies. This study also 
examines in detail, one aspect of the Bradstreet-Dickinson 
connection: the development of the doubting Puritan voice
ini response to death. This response is viewed as a continu­
ation of the ongoing "Puritan dilemma*" a conflict generated 
by the clash between accepted, conventional theology and 
the expressed experience of personal tragedy:.
THE VOICE OF DOUBT, THE VOICE OF DENIAL t 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF 
ANNE BRADSTREET AND EMILY DICKINSON
Although our literature spans a comparatively short 
period of three hundred years, the distance traveled in 
time, place, and culture in that period has seemed to 
discourage a full recognition of a tradition that bridges 
the expanse between our first woman poet and our bests 
Anne Bradstreet and Emily Dickinson. These two poets 
©hared certain obvious characteristics in common# Both 
.poets were women whose art reflected a feminine perspec­
tive? both were New Englanders? both were products of a 
Puritan culture« These considerations alone might warrant 
attention, yet several other similarities have been sug­
gested in studies of criticism and literary history--sug- 
"tg&s$i-ons that, though scattered in origin, are not insig- 
nf^icant when pieced together# This study will begin by 
establishing an overview of the Bradstreet-Dickinscn con­
nection from collected commentaries, and move towards a 
detailed examination of one aspect of comparison between 
them: the development of the personal voice in poetry,
the voice of the doubting Puritan in the face of death,
But this represents only the beginnings the link between 
these two poets warrants further attention and study by 
X i t €? r a r y scholars#
Bradstreet and Dickinson stand as endpoints on a 
continuum of a special and uniquely American culture•
Anne. Bradstreet, born In 1612 in Northhamptonshire, England
2carae to Salem, Massachusetts in 1630 with a band of 
Puritan leaders who sought relief from repression by 
Charles I. As a girl in the household of the Bari of 
Lincoln (where her father was steward)# Bradstreet en­
joyed a liberal and intellectually stimulating upbringing. 
Her husband# educated at Cambridge# had served as tutor 
to the son of Lord Rich and Penelope Devereux# the "Stella" 
of Sidney's sonnets. The well-educated, eighteen-year-old 
Anne arrived in the New World and, though physically frail, 
she possessed a keen and imaginative intellect that never 
failed to come to grips with the trial and hardship of 
pioneer life. She stood in a pivotal position of the 
struggle for religious freedom as a member of the New 
Jeruselem in the North American experiment5 as an indivi­
dual f she struggled against- personal pain, conflict, and 
doubt in the faith that had placed her there. Her poetic 
art was the voice of that personal experience.
Emily Dickinson lived in the twilight of the Puritan 
culture-'that Bradstreet9s people transplanted to New England. 
Born in 1830, Dickinson spent almost her entire life in 
Amherst, Massachusetts, in a household that was inextri­
cably linked to the intellectual and social life of Amherst 
College (grandfather, father# and brother had held admini­
strative positions there). The fifty-six year/period of 
Dickinson's. life witnessed an outburst of New England 
literary activity (Hawthorne, the Transcendental Emerson,
3Thoreau) that slowly dimmed the glare of Puritanism in the 
Connecticut Valley. Just as Bradstreet voiced the struggle 
of the individual at the inception of New England Puritanism, 
Dickinson enunciated the collapse of the Puritan faith two 
centuries later.
If we believe, as Allen Tate does® that true literature 
is the product of some tension between one belief system 
indigenous to a writer’s culture, and another born out of 
that writer's personal experience and reasoned doubt, then 
it is not far to a recognition of the dilemma that Bradstreet 
and Dickinson shared. Kenneth Murdock identifies the basic 
.dilemma of Puritan verse as "a sense of tension arising froria 
;the conflict between the Puritan's genuine and passionate 
-emotion and the restraints imposed by his beliefs and his 
* environment • Murdock believes that- the ’' strain set up 
between the essential instinctive emotion and the bands 
.v.drawn tight against full expression by elements in the 
Puritan's way of -thought®"? can be felt in Bradstreet1s 
work.
Those who most value Bradstreet*s work do so because 
of their strong assertion of the tension apparent in the 
poetry. Indeed, Ann Stanford labels her a “dogmatist and 
rebels”
It was only after persuasion that she could 
ever submit to the "way"* Rebellion and a 
struggle for or against conviction form a pat­
tern which runs through her writing* It is 
the statement of dogma and the concurrent 
feeling of resistance to dogma that give much
kof that writing the vitality we are still 
conscious of today*3
Certainly, the woman who wrote in memory of her daughter-
in-law and three grandchildren,
I saw the branches loped the tree now fall,
I stood so nigh, it crushed me down withal.
My bruised heart lies sobbing at the root, .
That thou, dear son, hath lost both tree and fruit.
was as passionate in her grief or as accusatory, in her
own way, as the woman who wailed against death two hundred
years laters
A great Hope fell
You heard no noise
The Ruin was within
Oh cunning wreck that told no tale
And let no Witness in? (P. 1123)
Moralising is distinctly absent in both cases*
«Xf "rebel'* appears to some to be too strong a descrip­
tion of Bradstreet, most critics nevertheless insist on 
horn role- as a questioning Puritan. The interrogative voice 
is^seen as an essential ingredient in the work of both poets 
in question. Robert Richardson makes an important distinction 
in the Puritan faith regarding doubt. He feels that Bradstreet*s 
reservations about her faith conformed to actual theological 
expectations. "In fact," he says, "according to the care­
fully safeguarded morphology developed by New England 
Puritanism, a firm and doubt-free conviction of salvation 
was a probable sign of damnation.
This state of mind informed the ultimate quality of 
Dickinson's work. Brooks, Lewie and Warren note that "what
5gives unmistakable unity to her entire poetic career is 
not only a continuity of devices and resources» but a 
sustained and fertile ambiguity in her religious attitude• "? 
Similarly* Denis Donoghue observes that Dickinson’s ap­
proach to "the great religious doctrines" was one of "in­
terrogative pressure."® An enthusiastic Robert Spiller, 
on the other hand, declares that Dickinson’s art "expressed 
the most aspiring experience of the Puritan soul, strong 
words for a poet who might also be described as a heretic 
or at least® blasphemous in her dissension. Further dis­
cussion of this point will reveal, I believe, that Dickinson 
\ was all of these things in the course of her complex and 
%  massive body of poetry. Actually, these labels may be ap­
propriately applied, to both Bradstreet and Dickinson, and 
& 'this fact establishes a basic link between the poets in an 
American tradition. Elizabeth Wade White, in discussing a 
* comment by Hyatt Waggoner that "our chief poets have been 
religiously unorthodox," declares that "If this be accepted, 
it follows that the Puritan verse-writers may be related to 
America’s most important woman poet, Emily Dickinson.
Indeed, Richard Sewall begins his massive biography of 
Dickinson by specifically tracing her cultural inheritance 
to Puritan rootsi
Further, the Puritan drama of the soul had its 
dialogues where in diaries or, as in Anne Brad­
street8 s or Edward Taylor’s formal verse or prose, 
the Soul addressed its God, or the God addressed 
the Self, or the - Flesh addressed the Spirit. The
6Puritans talked a great deal to themselves—  
a way of thinking, of attacking one's inner 
problems, that Emily Dickinson was born to.
She lived and moved, however restlessly, in
the dimension preoared for her by the New 
England Puritans.^
This acial^perspective provided by religious ambi­
guity and personal tension in both artists focuses on 
similar subject matter in their poetry. It is important
at this point to separate the "public" poetry of Bradstreet
from the "private." Critics agree that her long imitative 
works on such subjects as the history of ancient monarchies, 
her elegies to Sidney and DuBartas, or her^verses in praise 
of Queen Elizabeth, are conventionally dogmatic and provide 
little basis for her lasting reputation as an American poet. 
This reputation rests upon the poetry derived from the per­
sonal experiences in which she developed her distinctive 
voi c e and sty1e•
Richardson identifies her major theme and. subject ae 
the "struggle between love of this world and reliance on the 
n e x t . o n e  need only glance over a listing of poem titles 
to discern how true this is. Her best work was inspired by 
numerous bouts with sickness (fever, fainting, distemper), 
praise of loved ones and grief at temporary separation (from 
husband or son), quiet ruminations in "solitary hours," and— - 
most eloquently--elegies to the dead (parents, children, 
grandchildren)* Though God was always party to these ex­
periences, it was the human element that Informed her arts
7The life of this world was every bit as much a part of her 
vision as spiritual speculation* In the appreciative com­
ments of Samuel Eliot Morison another link is established*
Her life was proof, if it were needed, that 
creative art may be furthered by religion? 
and that even the duties of a housewife and 
mother in a new country cannot quench the 
sacred flame. It was another question whether 
that flame could be passed on to others in an 
isolated frontier commonwealth * where material 
life clutched greedily at all that spiritual 
life relinquished. This question was not an­
swered for two centuries, when the genius of 
Anne Bradstreet was reincarnated in Emily 
Dickinson*13
The nineteenth century genius was, in fact, inspired 
by the same kind of experiences as her seventeenth century 
predecessor. Donoghue identifies Dicklnson^s subjects as 
"the common kind, abrasions of feeling, the pain of loss, 
partings, deaths'*-^ ..In. Dickinson,. as in Bradstreetthere 
is a strong commitment to the life of this worlds As Thomas 
Johnson explains, "One observes how she felt that eternity 
is tied into love now, yesterday, and always. All immortality 
for her was a quality of spirit, a vital force, to be recog­
nised in this life . "3- 5 Just as Bradstreet could view eter­
nity as a continuation of the ecstasy found in earthly love 
("To My Dear and Loving Husband")®
Thy love is such I can no way repay,
The heavens reward thee manifold, I pray.
Then while we live, in love let* s so persevere 
That when we live no more, ws may live ever.^
&o too, cotild Dickinson look forward at times to a heaven
that i nc 1 u d e d eart h 1 y b 1 i s s *
If certain, when this life was out—
That yours and mine, would b@
I r*'d toss it yonder® like a Rind,
And take Eterni ty-- i? CP. 511)
8If Bradstreet remains much more subdued in her ap­
proach to her personal experience and expression it is not 
due to a lack of conviction. Hers was a restrictive worldj 
as Spiller reminds us, the "New England colonist gave a 
little more license to his verse writers than to the writer 
of theological tracts, but he still kept them on a tight 
rein."^^ The immense difference between Bradstreet*s and 
Dickinson’s work in sheer volume is also partly due to cul­
tural restrictions. White compares Bradstreet's potential 
and limitations with those of her literary descendant, and 
believes that, "She could with impunity have written as 
much private, unpublicized verse, in her free time, as she 
wished, like her near contemporary Edward Taylor or a later 
New England woman poet, Emily Dickinson," but. felt, apparently,
that her efforts should be "expended for the sake of those*
around her, family, friends»"i9 The disposition of her age, 
culture, and community prescribed certain limitations for 
Bradstreet that confined her. As the daughter of a colonial 
governor and wife- of a deputy magistrate, Bradstreet was 
ever at the center of her community, a highly conspicuous 
position. Her public and private life must have been sy­
nonymous®
Bradstreet turned inward to personal experience and
f
homely subjects* Kenneth Requa sees this shift as an im­
portant unifying element in Bradstreet*s work, for "through 
out the private poetry she speaks with greater control*"^O
9This takes her verse another step towards Dickinson’s.
White discusses a point by George Frisbie Whicher who ob­
serves, in
•••the juxtaposition of profoundly serious 
thought and homely household metaphor...one 
may find...more than one passage that might 
be described as inchoate Emily Dickinson.••
The woman who could speak"of herself as ’yra- •
ther preserved with sugar than brine" was •
akin to her who wrote of "muslin souls."
The first steo on the way to Emily Dickinson 
was to turn away from large impersonal sub­
jects and to find poetry in personal and 
domestic matters. That step Mrs. Bradstreet
took.21
Another result of this step was Bradstreet*s transformation 
Into what Rosemary Laughlin terms "a romantic lyricist who 
revealed herself as a unique striking individual against 
the backdrop of her time."22 Indeed, the emergence of the 
■poetic; voice as "I" created,the same dramatic quality in 
Bradstreet*s work that Archibald MacLeish describes in re­
lation to Dickinson, In employing the word "I", the talker’s 
word, the poet proejects a sense of herself as being "already 
in the poem before he finds a word to speak of it,"23 
MacLeish goes on to describe the quality of the.private 
voice in poetry? his conclusion is as Important to an under­
standing of Bradstreet*s value as of Dickinson*s? "If the 
tone is false, if the voice is self-conscious, the poem be­
comes unbearable as well as bad.,.If the voice is dead, the 
poem is dead,"2^ Nothing is more certain than the "liveliness" 
of Bradstreet*s own voice as she declares.
10
Thou mighty God of sea and land*
I here resign into Thy hand
The son of prayers® of vows® of tears,
The child I stayed for many years
Similarly, nothing is more animated than the vehemence of
Dickinson#
Me, change! Me alter!
Then I will, when on the Everlasting .Hill 
A Smaller Purple grows—
At sunset, or a lesser glow 
Flickers upon Cordillera—
At Day's superlour close!26 (pt 268)
Both Bradstreet and Dickinson developed an unorthodox 
tone of voice in addressing God, a style particularly plain 
and direct. Laughlin says of Bradstreet that she could speak 
with God "as straightforward and plainly as possible and be 
understood."27 Ann Stanford notes "an almost shocking out­
spokenness in her dealings with God."^ This-tone in 
Dickinson is often a signal“ for irony. Though the use of 
irdny is less apparent in Bradstreet than in Dickinson,
M o ^ s  Coit Tyler admits that "a sort of grim mirth now and 
then relaxes the severity of her verse, and expresses it­
self in'a half-playful sarcasmV"29 Once again, Morison 
makes the connection between the two poets#
As I turn the pages of Anne Bradstreet's 
poems, and try to project myself into her 
life and time, I catch the merest hint of 
that elfin, almost gamin attitude of Emily 
Dickinson to God. Even Emily in the nine­
teenth century would so express herself 
only to her dearest friends. Anne, in the 
seventeenth century, would hardly dare ad­
mit as much to herself,30
It is not surprising, -then, to come to commentaries 
which identify relationships between the two poets in terms
11
of style. Laughlin suggests that Bradstreet*s meditative 
poems were "patterned after the Bay Psalms.”'31 Johnson 
and others have noted that Dickinson's metrics were based 
on hymnology as well.^2 Stanford adds, regarding Bradstreet*s 
poems of praise, that "In their simplicity of diction they 
foreshadow that later New Englander who also wrote in the 
metrics of hymns, Emily Dickinson.M33 in terms of rhyme, 
Stanford offers yet another connection to Dickinsons "At 
times Bradstreet comes close to the consonant or vowel rhymes 
of more modern poetry, as in the best of her devotional poems.*• 
In her use of ’near rhyme* she foreshadows Emily - D i c k i n s o n . ^  
y In summary, then, literary scholars have identified 
several areas of comparison between Anne Bradstreet and 
Emily Dickinson. Biographically, culturallyP and poetically, 
these two women were much closer than their two hundred year 
separation suggests. Clearly, a strong connection obtains 
between Bradstreet and Dickinson as artists who expressed a 
similar underlying spiritual dilemma, a conflict that took- 
shape in response to personal tragedy in the life and work 
of both poets. This conflict might best be understood as 
one as pe c t o f wh a t is t e m e  d the " Pu r I tan d i 1 e mma." The 
following discussion examines the lives and poetry of 
Bradstreet and Dickinson in this light.
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II
The “Puritan dilemma** is a term that subsumes many 
conflicts in many aspects of the Puritan life* It is evi­
dent in the vague feeling that Roy Harvey Pearce describes 
as a "tension of desperate certitude,"35- as well as all that 
might be included within the idea of "antinomianism*" 
"Antinomy** is simple opposition, contradiction, or incon­
sistency of established laws or principles * strictly applied, 
the term "antinoraian" denotes a member of a Christian sect 
fthat relied on individual faith and revelation for salvation 
-\rathdr than obedience to prescribed moral law, i.e*, church 
Slaw* The latter describes precisely the conflict involved 
tin the Anne Hutchinson case* The term also connotes a very 
Csubtle psychological dilemma relevant to the Puritan verse 
writer* The role of the artist, as the Puritan viewed it, 
was one of invention or imitation, but not of revelation or 
creation* As Pearce states the problem, in studying "the 
nature and fate of man, the Puritan wanted not to add up the 
evidence so much as to show-how it supported an answer 
available already in the Word of God*"3^ What should a 
writer do then, if his personal experience and sense of 
truth told him one thing while accepted church doctrine or 
moral law prescribed something else? To break with orthodox
13
thought and principles was to “break with the integration 
of Puritan society: inevitablythe writer "would have to 
suffer a dreadful isolation."3? Conformity might mean self- 
denial yet self-reliance would assure personal censure or 
worse. The assertion of personal revelation and contra­
diction over prescribed theology was, in fact, a brand of 
antinom i ani sm,
For the Puritan writer who turned inward to personal 
experience and expression, the subject of death posed a par­
ticular problem. Pearce recognized that "Here, if anywhere, 
his confidence in the meaningful order of things might be 
shaken, and he must work hard yet again to discover it...
Mo re*" than once, perhaps without intending to, he supplied 
"the sense of order himself«”3® Perry Miller states the 
^crucial Puritan doctrine that lay at the root of the problems 
tHis [God* sj will is to be studied in the operation of the 
natural world, but He delivers no new coiaxssthds or special 
revelations to the inward consciousness of men."^  If a 
man’s "inward consciousness" in reaction to experience dic­
tated a truth contrary to orthodox be liefeven  though that 
truth seemed to be the direct experience of God's world, it 
had to be false and contrary to true faith. This conflict 
created the aura of psychological-tension that surrounded 
Anne Bradstreet as well as Emily Dickinson.
As might be expected, nowhere in th@r personal life and 
poetic experience of Bradstreet and Dickinson is the conflict
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of Puritan culture and belief, with one's private life more 
apparent than in response to the subject of death* The 
Puritan tradition taught that death was a bridge between 
this life and the next? it mattered little that the Puritan's 
fate was preordained under the Doctrin of the Elect# death 
was to be celebrated. For the saved# death represented the 
last stepping stone toward an eternal existence of spiritual 
bli ss. It remained for the Puritan to attempt to lead a 
pious and upright life here and now# though his actions could 
have no bearing on his ultimate end. The Puritan could not 
question the justice of God's will and the act of death? 
he was to believe only in God's mercy and take comfort in 
pthe assurance death might offer* Bradstreet was committed 
vto a full acceptance of this doctrine as a professed member 
"iMlf the formal church? her commitment was oinding if she was 
iito remain faithful to "the way#" If Dickinson could never 
intake the formal step of admission to the church and its 
prescribed theology# the influence of traditional Puritanism 
on the town of Amherst# as on her family and friends, rein­
forced her life-long desire to believe and follow the pre­
scribed path to salvation through the church. As Thomas 
Ford comments # "The - town in which she lived was still very 
definitely attached to its Puritan traditions*" It is true 
that Emily's father did not join the church until late in 
life but "there is ho question but that his daughter was 
reared in an atmosphere of earnest Christian thinking” based 
on “the old school of P u r i t a n i s m . H e  goes on to state
15
that Dickinson* s poetry came then, to serve "as-.a substi­
tute for religion,” since while she wanted desperately "to 
have a firm religious belief, she could not honestly accept 
the religion of her time.”^l
At the outset, however, both Bradstreet and Dickinson 
conformed to and expressed conventional principles of the 
faith; this aspect of their work testified to their belief 
in God, his ordered world, and his promise of eternal life 
for the faithful. Compare #two poems that affirm a trust in 
the promise of heaven, for example. Bradstreet appended the 
first verse to a short prose meditation on her recovery from 
illness in July, t6$69
What God is like to Him 1 serve?
What Saviour like to mine?
0 never let me from Thee swerve,
For truly 1 am i'hinev
-sf My thankful mouth shall speak Thy praise,
My tongue shall talk of Thee;
On high my heart Ode thou raise 
For what Thou *st done for me ,
Go worldlings to your vanities,
And heathen to your gods;
Let them help in adversities 
And sanctify their rods?
My God He is not like to yours 
Yourselves shall judges be?
1 find His love, I know His power—
A succorer of me.
He is not man that He should lie,
Nor son of men to unsay;
His word He plighted hath on high,
And I shall live for aye,
And for His sake that faithful is,
That died but now doth live,
The first and last that livgs for aye.
Me lasting life shall give.
16
This is an important declaration by Bradstreet because of 
the question-answer method she employs? later we will see 
this process collapse as the poet's doubt increases. In the 
opening line she asks how any alternative could be compared 
to the God she worships. The second^stanza confirms her 
faith and pledges her devotion to Him. Stanzas three and 
four define the crucial difference between any other gods 
and hers, and line fifteen testifies to her conviction (em­
phasized by the use of monosyllabic words)? UI find His 
love, 1 know His power." Secure in this knowledge, based 
on God's plighted word from "on high," the poet concludes
iin a reaffirmation that God will grant her "lasting life,"
She expresses no doubts, no reservations*
So too, Dickinson could proclaim (c* 1865) her devotion 
igand her belief in the existence of God and his heavens
■j I never saw a Moor—
I never saw the Sea— •
Yet know I how the Heather looks 
And what a Billow be.
X never spoke with God 
Nor visited in Heaven—
Yet certain am I of the spot
As if the checks were given— .^ 3. (P. 1.052)
Dickinson is almost playful in her use of the-metaphor of 
foreign travel to describe the spiritual journey of belief, 
but her conviction is as doubt-free as Bradstreet's. Both 
poets rely on a leap of faith? evidenced in Bradstreet by 
the strength of the verb "to know" and in Dickinson by the 
assertion of her second stanza, her "certainty” of heaven,
17
For the faithful, undeniable belief in Christ's promise 
is a necessity of life? it is this that makes life's burdens 
bearable* Both Bradstreet and Dickinson, feeling this neces­
sity, could chastise themselves and others who forgot their 
faith in their fear. Bradstreet found occasion for self- 
criticism, for example, in ’Deliverance From A Fit of Fainting." 
She says in parts
My feeble spirit Thou didst revive,
My doubting Thou didst chide,
And thou as dead mad'st me alive,
I here a while might bide.
Why should I live but to Thy praise?
My life is hid with Thee.
• 0 Lord, no longer be my days
Than I may fruitful b e . ^
Bradstreet goes on to accept the inevitability of a God who
includes pain and suffering in Kis world as well as deliverance
itr'* A realisation of this fact reorders one's personal
perception and turns complaint into praise.
Dickinson echoes this in her slightly dogmatic conviction
that "Life— is what we make it," and, by analogy, death is
also. Only the coward fails to believe Christs's revelation
of deliverance in death, and only the coward fails to follow
his lead through life, difficult though that may be.
life — is what we make it—
Death--We do not know—
Christ* s acquaintance with Him 
Justify Him— -though —
•He--would trust no stranger-— >
Other— could betray —
Just His own endorsement—
That— sufficeth Me —
18
All the Other Distance 
He hath traversed first—
No New Mile remaineth—
Far as Paradise—
His sure foot preceding—
Tender Pioneer—
Base must be the Coward
Dare not venture— now— ^5 (P, 698)
These examples are representative of the conforming 
piety that the two poets could genuinely feel and express 
at times# Further evidence of their joint adherence to cus­
tomary, conventional doctrine is apparent in such aphoristic 
statements ass
My soul, rejoice thou in thy God*
Boast of Him, all the day,
Walk in His law, and kiss Kis rod.,
Cleave close to Him alway.^
I have a shelter from the storm,
A shadow from the fainting heat,
I have access unto His throne.
Who i s a God so wondrous great
Grant she remember what Thou * st done 
And celebrate Thy praise 
And let her conversation say
She loves Thee all Thy d a y s ®  ^
(Bradstreet)
If my Bark sink 
*Tis to another sea-*- 
Mortality's Ground Floor 
Is Immortaility— *9 (p. 123*0
Those not live yet
Who doubt to live again— 50 (pe 1454)
Hie Eye* it is the East and West—
The North and South®•*51 (P® 871)
(Dickinson)
These are safe declarations of faiths they allude to 
adversity and doubt, but only indirectly* The faith as* 
serted by both poets is not endangered by an appeal to
19
anything more concrete than a "feeble spirit" or a "Hindred 
Eye.” Faith could waver in response to many experiences# 
but when the subject was death, or more specifically# the 
death of loved ones, the pressure of doubt was acute. Per­
sonal doubt and anguish encroached upon the infallibility 
of conventional faith in direct proportion to the proximity 
of deaths neither poet could mollify the sting of death- 
through simple faith. As Ford points out for Dickinson#
The relationship between death and religion 
became for her# in fact, a circular one.
Doubts concerning traditionally held reli­
gious beliefs focused her attention on death.
Intense awareness of death prompted religious 
concern. The two were mutually reinforcing.
Cause became effect? effect became cause. A 
. process was established that provided its own
fuel#52
This self-sustaining process, resulting from the tension 
between doctrinal faith and personal tragedy, finds expres- 
sfdti in the elegaic poetry of both Bradstreet and Dickinson.
f Anne Bradstreet wrote elegies to three of her grand­
children and her daughter-in-law.#, all of whom died between 
1665 and 1669* In examining these verses in particular# one 
can understand how the faith began to waver# yet struggled 
to stay in line with pious theology.
"In Memory of My Dear Grandchild Elizabeth” begins with 
a confused farewell because the poet cannot resolve her 
grief in the mere knowledge that the child lives still in 
heaven*
20
Farewell dear babe* my heart*s too much content, 
Farewell sweet babe, the pleasure of mine eye, 
Farewell fair flower that for a space was lent,
Then ta'en away unto eternity.
Blest babe, why should I once bewail thv fate,
Or sigh thy days so scon were terminate,
Sith thou art settled in an everlasting state®
The poet's heart is torn by love, grief, and the deamands
of acceptance. God's act as so expressed by Bradstreet, is
ambiguous at leasts the child is "lent1 then "ta'en away,"
suggestive of whim rather than of plan. Bradstreet goes on
in the cohcluding stanza to reason against the unnaturalness
of the death of one so young (the child was one and a half
years old)•
By nature trees do rot when they are grown,
And plums and apoies thoroughly ripe do fall,
~, And corn and grass are in their season mown,
And time brings down what is both strong and tall, 
.y. But plants new set to be eradicate.
And buds new blown to have so short a date,
. Is by His hand alone that guides nature and fate.53
'Tj||ere should be time for growth and maturity before death,
in the cycles of nature. Death is inevitable even for the
"strong and tall,” but more justifiable than in the case of
"plants new set.” The poet moves towards a dangerous accu-
* sation as she suggests the violence of this death as an
"eradication,rf an act of annihilation. She pulls up short
of full condemnation in a trite, if not dogmatic, statement
in the final lines it is "His hand alone that guides nature
and fate." But the conclusion falls flat? reason and emotion
cannot be reconciled so easily.
At the death of the second grandchild, Anne ("Being 
Three- Years - and Seven-.Months - 01 dM ) , Bradstre e t . begins to
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doubt that man was ever intended to have "stable joy" or 
"bliss without mixture of woe." She is bitter in her attempt 
to turn the cause of her sorrow on herself as she wails,
"More fool I to look on that was lent/As if mine own, when 
thus impermanent." Again, life remains a borrowed item to 
be given or withheld at will. In comparison to the first 
elegy, Bradstreet attempts here to find consolation in the 
promise that she will join the child in heaven. She draws 
her elegy to a close with a safe, but unconvincing, conclu­
sions the thought of the child's now "endless bliss,"
"cheers" the "throbbing heart." But "cheier" is a meager 
’substitute for reaffirmation and, as such, displays little 
evidence of true amelioration of her grief.
if Farewell dear child, thou ne’er shall come to me#
** But yet awhile, and I shall go to thee;
'ilt, * Meantime my throbbing heart’s cheered up with this
i  Thou with thy Saviour art in endless bliss.5^
S^./The death of Simon Bradstreet ("A Month And One Day Old"),
otfly five months later, intensified her agonising doubt and
confusion. She enumerates her loss? "Three flowers, two
scarcely blown, the last it th* bud,/Cropt by th*Almighty
hand." Death, here paralleled to the act of the farmer
clearing his field, suggests a residual attempt by Bradstreet
to reconcile the "natural" with the "unnatural." The verb
"cropt" suggests a harsh, swift cutting action echoing
"eradicate." Again, at the core of the poem, we find no
reaffirmation of the expected assurances available to the
devout Puritan. Rather, Bradstreet obliquely Implies the
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failure of her faith by remaining silenta
V/ith dreadful awe before Him let9 s be mute 9 
Such was His will, but why, let’s not dispute,
With humble hearts and mouths put in the dust,
Let’s say He's merciful as well as just.
The questioning process is too dangerous? the poet must al­
most plead with her soul to utter the acceptable resolution. 
"Let’s say” is a proposition, not a statement of fact. Her 
elegy then ends, unoffensively, with the requisite assurance 
of eternal paradise*
Go pretty babe, go rest with sisters twain,
Among the blest in endless 4°ys remain,55
When her daughter-in-law, Mercy (the mother of the dead
children) died that same year at the age of twenty-eight9
Bradstreet focused her verse on the effect this death would
on her son, Mercy's husband, She can stay closer to
"uecrarations of faith m  this poem because she
usdfe muchuof the verse to describe Mercy's death ("One week
onlg^ she passed in woe'*)? Samuel was absent at the time.
Her"concluding advice to her son is offered in resignation
to the incomprehensible suffering that must be borne*
* Cheer up, dear son, thy fainting bleeding heart,
In Him alone that caused all this smart?
What though thy strokes full sad and grievous be,
Her knows it is the'best for thee and me. 5b
The tension between natural grief and spiritual contra­
diction pulls the poet back and forth between easy platitudes 
and bitter truths* Time and again in those elegies, 
Bradstreet undercuts her personal sorrow with unexpected 
affirmations of faith.'
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It is more difficult to identify specific deaths that 
occasioned elegaic poems "by Dickinson. She did not title 
or date her poems— information that could be aligned with 
biographical data--though Johnson has constructed a probable 
chronology. It is possible, then, to examine much of the 
poetry within the context of a general period of her life. 
What matters is that her verse often addresses the fact of 
death and. the struggle for faith that ensues.
A poem from 186^ - personifies the dilemma earlier ex­
pressed in*Bradstreet*s elegies. Dickinson,. with charac­
teristic compression, dramatizes the doubt that death pro­
duces.
Death is a Dialogue between 
The Spirit and the Dust.
"Dissolve" says Death-*-The Spirit "Sir 
I have another Trust” —
lr Death doubts it— -Argues from the Ground—
• The Spirit turns away
■fch Just laying off for Evidence
An Overcoat of Clay*57 (p* 976)
Here, at least, the Spirit wins out.
T
A poem believed to have been written in the year of her
i
father's deaths 1874, expressed the poet's grief at the si­
lence that remains when a loved one is removed* The vacancy 
is felt too intensely to be resolved by the "Balm" of faith.
Death's Waylaying not the sharpest 
Of the thefts of Time —
There Marauds a sorer Robber,
Silence— is his name —
No Assault, nor any Menace
Doth betoken him * -.
But from Life's consummate Cluster--- 
He supplants the Balm.5<3 (P. 1.296)
zh
This silence is not unlike the silence proposed by Bradstreet 
("With dreadful awe before Him let*s be mute#”) in lieu of 
further accusation against the agent of death. For both 
poets, silence attests to a heart-felt betrayal by God, the 
lender or thief#
An earlier poem "The Last Night that She lived,” (1866) 
ends with an all too familiar scene after the loved one has 
departed:
And We— We placed the Hair-—
And drew the Mead erect—
And then an awful leisure was 
Belief to regulate--59 (P, 1100)
Now that the vacancy of life is felt by those remaining, there 
is time, too much time, in which the death must be compre­
hended and the faith realigned to make up for grief and loss. 
Two. possibilities remain: either the faith will be "regulated”
back into its former position, or it will be erased. A new 
vacancy may ultimately result, a vacancy of "Belief?"
Between October, 1.881 and November, 1882, Dickinson lost 
two close friends, Dr. Josiah Gilbert Holland, the Rev* Charles 
Wadsworth, and her mother E m i l y Norcross Dickinson* The 
following roem, from that period (c* 1882), reveals a total 
abdication of belief in the wake of intense personal loss*
Those— -dying then,
Knew where they went—
They went to God'-s- Right Hand—
That Hand is amputated now
And God cannot be found'— °0 (pa 1551)
Just as Bradstreet reassured the departed of the promise of
heaven ("Go pretty babe#..Among the blest in endless joys
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remain'*) while reserving doubt for herself, so too,
Dickinson affirms that the dead "Knew where they went*” 
that is, to Christ, while declaring that for her, Christ 
was dead ("That Hand is amputated now"). Remember, too, 
that if Bradstreet had been capable of reasoning towards 
a similar abdication of belief, she could hardly have ac­
complished the act in her time and place, Dickinson, two 
hundred years later, could at least be blasphemous in pri­
vate, Though we now understand the practise to be a myth,
Tate was right in principle in observing that "Cotton Mather 
would have burnt her for a witch."^i
^  The following year, 1883, Emily*s nephew, Gilbert, died 
atfbhe age of eight, ' Gilbert was very close to his aunt, 
and.letters suggest that the two shared a special under­
standing, The child's sudden illness prompted even the 
hermitic Emily to make a brief visit to her brother's house 
the^ night of Gilbert's death. Although her brother and his 
family lived next door, this was the first time Emily had 
ventured out of her father's yard in fifteen years, Richard 
Sewall believes that "Emily never fully recovered from Gilbert's 
death,"  ^ Two poems written in the following year reveal 
the depth to which Dickinson*s faith had fallen and the 
height of her condemnation of God's presumably benevolent 
heaven. As with Bradstreet, it took the death.of a child 
to fully release the anguish of the heart.
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Back from the cordial Grave I drag thee 
He shall not take thy Hand 
Nor put his spacious Arm around thee 
That none can understand^ (p. 1625)
The "cordial Grave" is not merely ironic, hut derisively 
sarcastic. The "spacious arm" of God is "spacious" in two 
senses of the word* God’s arm is all-encompassing and in­
clusive, or vacant, empty, in the end*
So give me back to Death—
The Death I never shared
Except that it deprived of thee—
And now, by life deprived,
In my own Grave I breathe 
And estimate its size—
Its size is all that hell can quess—
And all that Heaven was— 64 (p# 1632)
Life, or death, is no longer "what we make it," it is a Hell
transposed to the vacancy left by a Heaven that has failed*
Dickinson tried to convey the experience of death in
this ominous descriptions
I heard a Fly buzz--when I died'—
The Stillness in the Hoorn
Was like the Stillness in the Air
Between the Heaves of Storm—
The Eyes around— had wrung them dry—
And Breaths were gathering firm 
For that last Onset--when the King 
Be witnessed— in the Room—
I ••'willed my Keepsakes— Signed--away 
What portion of me be 
Assignable“-and then it was 
There interposed a Fly— >
With Blue-uncertain stumbling Buzz —
Between the light-— -and me—
And then the Windows failed— -and then 
I c ou 1 d no t s0e to se e —-65 { p « *165}
What has the fly to do with the moment of death, the moment
2?
of victory in afterlife? There is a clear expectation of 
spiritual affirmation in the moment of death ("when the King/ 
Be Witnessed"), but this anticipation is cut off by the 
foreboding presence of the Fly. Charles Anderson notes that 
for the dying, the "only sound of .heavenly music,' or of 
wings taking flight, was the ’Blue— uncertain stumbling 
Buzz.*" The moment of death approaches and instead of a 
"final vision of the hereafter, this world simply faded from 
her eyes," as the windows of the room, as well as the win­
dows of her soul, "failed." As Anderson enunciates the 
final vision of the poem, the "King witnessed in his power 
is physical death, not God,"^6 It follows that, once again, 
death is actually the absence of a god or heaven, or evidence 
cf i god who has failed® Either way, this vision denies any 
evidence that might sustain belief*
■# There is an undeniable distance between the accusing 
silence of Bradstreet and the outright condemnation of 
Dickinson* Though Dickinson could believe in, and procalaim 
vehemently, the righteousness of conventional faith, that 
feith wavered and turned to doubt« Images of blankness and 
confusion were followed in the poems by images of violent 
denial, but went no further than equivocal silence, a silence 
of necessity. The underlying dilemma .remained for both 
poets. When Death went about hie business elsewhere, it 
was possible to still the nagging doubt that began to sway
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the faith. As Death struck home to ths post, however, the 
tension increased and the interrogative voice took over* 
the gentle supplication of the poet for understanding 
turned to an insistent pleading with God for patience and 
with the self for forebearance. Finally, when Death struck 
closely again and again, the poet was faced with a' terrible 
decision** Bradstreet’ ended with silence, Dickinson with a 
voice of renenciation. Both poets attested to the breakdown 
of conventional theology, pious doctrine, and safe platitudes 
as consolation? both poets released the heart9s anguish and 
allowed it to surface despite the possibility of spiritual 
e ontrad ic t i on•
III
Granted tha t both Anne Bradstreet and Emily Dickinson 
mayibe described as poets' who built upon and subsequently 
reacted against a given theology and came to express the split 
between that faith and personal experience, how may we esta­
blish this comparison as indicative of an American literary 
tradition? Further, what does this comparison imply about 
our reassessment of each poet?
In ,terms of literary tradition, one might begin with 
the statement that both poets were connected by a regional 
character that manifested itself in an intense awareness of 
religious dogma that inevitably clashed with personal experience 8
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These warring factions triggered a meditative impulse• 
equally characteristic of the culture, that voiced itself 
in poetic art#. This art logically began with a declaration 
of and adherence to the customary faith, a faith that 
gradually broke down in the wake of personal tragedy# This 
reflective, meditative mood produced a pattern of elegaic 
doubt that links Bradstreet and Dickinson*
Understanding the underlying connections between Bradstreet 
and Dickinson may actually alter our view of the two poets as 
it now stands# Anne Bradstreet undoubtedly stands to gain 
more through this kind of comparison. Assessments of Bradstreet 
were“generally based on a view of the poet as a conventional 
andfe characteristic Puritan soul# A passage from the 1973 
> Brcpks, Lewis and Warren anthology illustrates this view#
yPor the Puritan, v/riting poetry, like all other 
.?£ human activities, could have only one purposes' 
f to' reveal the sovereignty of God and His inex- 
plicable mercy toward sinful man# Neither Anne 
Bradstreet nor Edward Taylor had the slightest 
intention of deviating from this solemn- goal, 
and it would be a disservice to^their devout 
souls to suggest that they did.^7
Though they go on to admit to a sense of "personal urgency”
in her work, their fear of performing a disservice to Bradstreet*s
soul by fully recognising implications seems to undervalue her
poetry in the long run*
Bradstreet may actually be the beginning of the personal
voice that says "I doubt, '* and the preamble to the nineteenth
century voice that says "I deny.*5 Recognition of the dissent
Bradstreet shares with Dickinson, underscores the earlier poet's
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surprising individuality in a time and place that would seem 
to deny her this possibility. Similarly, Emily Dickinson, 
when understood as a voice in harmony with Bradstreet’s, as 
a common expression cf an underlying dilemma, loses a bit of 
the eccentricity usually attributed to her. Our view of her 
as the puzzling New England spinster prone to radical, even 
blasphemous, declarations, is shaded perceptibly when we 
understand her voice of denial as a natural extension of 
Bradstreet*s equivocal silence.
This process of renunciation supports Pearce’s anti- 
nomian theory of American poetry in which he states that 
■’"American poetry as it emerged full-blown in the nineteenth 
century1, is essentially antinomian poetry.” By creating a 
?pc.efry -that* responded to and justified incomprehensible 
experiences in the private life, experiences ostensibly con­
trol ed^by God, the Puritan artist did, in fact, provide new 
order for his perception. This poetry, then, declared 
’‘insistently that man too is a creator, that ■ making a poem 
is an act of creation— -not merely, as the Puritans held it, 
of invention," A creative poetry actually violated the 
Puritan doctrine that denied inner revelation, but moved 
closer to the personal voice in the nineteenth century that 
"seemed to be the last refuge of a man in a world he was by 
then willing, or daring, to admit he himself had made, and 
was therefore obliged tc make o v e r . T h e  Bradstreet-Dickinson 
link informs this tradition at the roots of -American.poetry,
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